Invitation

GRF EXPO2020

To: The person in charge of exhibition
From: Cai

T: +86 18701903309

August 19-21, 2020,
China·Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing

Invitation
Hosted by：Chinese Meteorological Society ( CMS )
Co-hosted by：Shanghai Hydrological Association
Chinese Meteorological Society Hydrometeorological Committee
Shanghai Meteorological Society
The Association of Hydro-Meteorological Equipment Industry(HMEI)
Organized by: Minsheng Exhibition (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd
Official Website：www.grfexpo.com
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Exhibition Review：
The China hydrological technology and equipment exhibition hosted by the Chinese
meteorological society <CMS>, co hosted by Shanghai hydrological association, the
association of hydro-meteorological equipment industry(HMEI), the Chinese meteorological
society hydrometeorological committee, and supported by various domestic and
international organizations. It has been held for 11 years and has achieved great success. It
is the only national-level professional exhibition in China and has become the largest
hydrological professional exhibition in Asia. In addition to Chinese users, buyers and
distributors in Malaysia, Vietnam, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, South Korea and the
Middle East also made a special trip to China to visit our show.

Exhibition Profile:

China owns a lot of rivers, leading to extremely heavy monitoring tasks of hydrology and
water quality. Along with the rapid development of urbanization in China, problems such as
poor quality of water environment, serious ecological damage and environmental risks of
water become urgent. For constantly accelerating completion of hydrology and water
quality monitoring system construction, further exploring the new methods of ecological
restoration of water environment, exchanging advanced experiences among various
provinces and regions, effectively improving understanding of majority of water
conservancy practitioners about new technology, new knowledge, and preferably promoting
application of new instruments and equipment in hydrology and water quality monitoring
and ecological restoration of water environment, the 12th China hydrological technology
and equipment exhibition, hereinafter referred to as "GRF EXPO 2020", organized by
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Minsheng Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. will be held fromAugust 19-21, 2020, at Shanghai
International Purchasing Convention and Exhibition Center in China. On the occasion,
exhibitors from a variety of countries and regions will exhibit their latest technology and
equipment, to discuss the most frontier development and marketing trend.
Preparation work of GRF EXPO 2020 have been fully launched.It is our pleasure to invite
all of you to exhibit or visit our show, expect to meet you on "GRF EXPO 2020"!

Time Schedule
Exhibition time: August 19-21, 2020,

Exhibitor profile:
Hydrological technology and equipment exhibition area:
water quality monitoring equipment, hydrologic monitoring instruments, river forecasting,
on-line monitoring technology and equipment, automatic hydrological station equipment,
automatic recording, surveying and mapping equipment, GPS, GRS and GIS technology
and equipment, etc.;
Hydrology information application exhibition area:
Related systems: water resources management software, flood control and drought
resisting information management system, mountain flood disaster monitoring and early
warning system
Monitoring center: center server, external network fixed IP, information management
system software for hydrological water resources management;
Communication network: communication network platform based on mobile or telecom,
Beidou satellite;
Telemetry terminal: hydrological water resources telemetry terminal RTU;
Measuring instruments: water level meter, rainfall sensor, camera;
Power supply mode: electric supply, solar power supply, battery power supply.
Hydrological analysis instruments and consumables exhibition area: related
analytical instruments, equipment, consumables, etc.
█Charge of Booth:
Participation

Size

Price

Shell scheme

3m

╳

3m

4,000 US Dollars/per

Corner Booth

3m

╳

3m

4,500 US Dollars/per

Raw Space

MOQ is 36 m2
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400 US Dollars/m2

Description of Booth:
A shell scheme includes: fascia board written in Chinese and English, two illumination lamps, white
wall (The height is 250cm with accessible height of 246cm), a round table, two chairs, a power
socket compatible with 400W/220V and carpet;
Exhibitor who order raw space should pay the expense required in booth construction.
Cover

Inside Front Inside Back Back cover
Title page
Color Inside Text brief
Cover
Cover
page
30000 yuan
18000 yuan 15000 yuan 26000 yuan 18000 yuan 10000 yuan 3000 yuan
Note: catalogue layout specifications ( 210 mm╳ 285 mm), imports of coated paper, four-color
utility precision printing, page content shall be designed by the exhibitors.
█Exclusive Sponsorship:
Item
Visit Voucher
Number
10,000
Price
15000 yuan

Visit Pass
exclusive
30000 yuan

Tote bag
exclusive
50000 yuan

Lanyard
exclusive
30000 yuan

Gala Dinner
exclusive
200000 yuan

█Technical seminar:
Price: 5,000 Dollars/30 minutes ,includes a conference room which can accommodate about 120
people, a projector, display, platform, chairs, speakers, paper, pens, drink water and publicity before
exhibition.

Notices:

Exhibitors shall complete the application form/ agreement, stamp it and email to the organizer.
Exhibitors shall remit the expenses involved to the account designated by the committee within 7
working days upon signing up;
The arrangement of booth is prioritized by exhibitors who sign up, make payment firstly. The
committee has the right to adjust a small number of booths;
The transportation of exhibited goods, reception and accommodation will be described in the
Exhibitor Manual by the committee three months before the exhibition.

Feel free to contact us for latest information
Contact： Cai +86 18701903309
T：+86-21-54375929
Email：sen.cai@minshengexpo.com
Official website：www.grfexpo.com
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